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Overview

daisee is an AI Enterprise SaaS company that builds AI-

driven speech analytics applications

Within the global contact centre industry, organisations recognise

that customer experience is a key differentiator; however, only 2% of

customer calls are evaluated for actionable insights. daisee builds

and provides enterprise software solutions focused on using data to

improve compliance, productivity and customer experience. daisee

partners with businesses worldwide to bridge the gap between

artificial intelligence (“AI”) technologies and their commercial

applications.

daisee’s key offering is its speech-analytics AI product suite. The

company’s ‘Lisa’ (Linguistic Interpretive Semantic Analysis) solution

records, listens to and understands calls, using AI to extract key

conversational elements including tone, clarity, topic areas, key

phrases and call behaviour. Lisa’s capabilities enable companies to

achieve high levels of compliance and reduces conduct risk to

effectively protect customers and ensure that businesses adhere to

industry and regulatory standards.

Lisa’s functionality extends to compliance, customer service,

employee supervision, risk management, training and customer

experience improvement. It can also be used to build customer

profiles and allows companies to tailor solutions to individuals.

daisee is seeking funding to accelerate development of platform

enhancements, product deployment and to drive market penetration.

The exponential rise in unstructured data from

customer interactions brings challenges and

opportunities for business

The growth of digital information over the past decade has

presented new and growing challenges to businesses. These

challenges stem from how to analyse the vast quantities of data

being generated at a pace to enable meaningful and actionable

insights to be drawn. As this digital information becomes more

complex, only AI has the ability to decipher masses of unstructured

data and develop smart solutions at scale.

daisee is well-positioned to establish itself as a market

leader in the large, global speech analytics market

daisee’s focus is on the global contact centre industry. Contact centre

operators recognise that compliance, customer experience and

training are major priorities for businesses. As the gap between

service delivery and customer expectations widens, AI provides a

smart solution to identify and evaluate actionable insights.

In 2017, the size of the global speech analytics market was US$941m

and is forecast to reach US$2.2b by 2022, a CAGR of over 18%. The

broader AI market is much larger with global spending on cognitive

and AI solutions estimated to reach US$19b in 2018, growing to

US$52b by 2021.

daisee’s sophisticated AI platform has been developed

by data scientists and software engineers with

developer experience from some of the world’s most

prominent tech companies

daisee’s core AI platform was acquired in 2017 from Australia’s

Deakin University who had developed and refined the platform.

daisee has recruited a team of over 20 data scientists and software

engineers to enhance the platform and develop solutions that apply

AI to solve commercial problems commonly faced by businesses.

AI for speech recognition gives businesses a

competitive edge

AI technologies have the potential to drive sustainable competitive

advantages for businesses. daisee’s mission is to develop unique AI

solutions that dramatically improve human productivity to enhance

the human experience.

The use of AI in the field of speech recognition is a natural fit to

understand and analyse the unstructured data and conversational

content generated during voice interactions. daisee has chosen to

target this segment as the first commercial application for its

sophisticated AI platform.

AI for speech recognition involves studying human thought

processes and representing those processes via machines, such as

computers or robots. AI represents the behaviour of these computers

whereby if the same process was performed by a human, it would be

called intelligence. Complex AI programming enables machines to

replicate the cognitive abilities of human beings and is less expensive

than natural intelligence.

Lisa has been received well by the market and the

customer pipeline continues to grow domestically and

internationally

daisee has begun deployment of Lisa to customers and continues to

get contract wins. daisee has a strong pipeline of over 40 potential

customers, including well known Australian financial institutions.

daisee has engaged multiple channel domestic and international

reseller partners that provide call centre technology. These partners

are looking to differentiate their offering through value added

services like AI capabilities and will be promoting daisee to their

customer base. daisee has also established its own direct sales team

focusing on large corporates in regulated industries.
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Key components of daisee’s speech

analytics Lisa offering

Open architecture database

Data created from using Lisa can easily be

comingled with existing data and utilised across

various business functions.

Superior AI-driven semantic engine

Lisa is not rules-based programming, but a well-

developed topic analysis methodology with a

sentiment analysis tool considered to provide the

best inference of sentiment in the marketplace.

Flexible & scalable deployment

Cloud or on-premise solution connecting with

existing telephony recording systems or use

daisee’s call recording solution.

Flexible proposition

Multiple feature and reporting configurations,

including customisable interface, made possible by

AI.

Increasing regulatory requirements drive

demand for Lisa

As highlighted recently by the Financial Services

Royal Commission, institutions are facing increased

pressure to speed up adoption of advanced

analytics to meet enhanced compliance and

conduct obligations and prevent fraud. Lisa

represents a high ROI approach to meet these

enhanced regulatory obligations.

Easily scalable business model with

international expansion underway

daisee is headquartered in Sydney and the near-

term focus is on Australian entities, quickly

followed by international expansion targeting USA,

Asia and Europe.

AI opportunities are significant and

potential future revenue streams have

been identified
daisee will be expanding its speech analytics

offering with the development of ‘Melisa” a

solution that applies Lisa’s functionality to financial

markets and trader surveillance. In addition,

daisee’s AI platform will be used to create business

solutions in the areas of diagnostic vision, supply

chain management and chatbots.

daisee Akuity has the capability to analyse and

extract intelligence from documents using a

combination of AI technologies. Visualisation of

the insights can be in 3D or augmented reality.

daisee Harmonee has the ability to predict sales

ahead of time, monitor inventory and determine

optimum using structured and external data.

daisee Hybrid Chat is a tool that complements

human customer service agents with self-learning

and predictive capabilities that builds knowledge

and gets smarter from customer interactions.

daisee is seeking to raise around $4m via

a convertible note to optimise the

product, fund working capital and

accelerate international expansion

daisee is at the forefront of the rapidly evolving

field of AI and is well positioned for growth both

domestically and internationally.

If you would like further information on this

exciting investment opportunity please contact

Paul Simos, Director at Venture Advisory, details

below.

RICHARD KIMBER – Founder & CEO

25+ years global leadership experience that includes

multiple chief executive and board roles, with

extensive experience in financial services, marketing,

social media, and capital markets.

Prior experience: Google, OFX, FirstDirect

GREG BAKER – Software Engineering
20+ years of deep technical leadership experience. A

well known technical author and speaker in Sydney.

Prior experience: Atlassian, Google, CSIRO

SUNNY JOBSON – Finance

16+ years of finance experience in high-profile

multinational organisations, experienced in high

volume, rapid growth environments with 6+ years at

the CFO / Board level.

Prior experience: eBay, PayPal, 20th Century Fox,

Westfield

PHILIP WONG – Chief Information Officer

10+ years of data management experience having

held senior leadership roles in the insurance and

financial services sectors.

Prior experience: IAG, Westpac, Metlife

JEFF COOK – Customer Success
20+ years of digital product development experience

across social networks as well as financial services

and banking.

Prior experience: HSBC, Macquarie, ING Direct

MARC GIRETTO – Product Development

25+ years experience applying advanced analytics to

solve complex business issues, including setting new

benchmarks in the implementation of new analytics–

driven direct marketing approaches.

Prior experience: Standard Chartered Bank, CitiBank,

ANZ

daisee’s executive team has

a passion for technology

and a strong track record of

building businesses.

Management is supported

by a highly skilled team with

strong credentials in data

science, IT, sales, marketing

and customer service

experience.

CHRIS BLYTH

Managing Director

chris.blyth@ventureadvisory.com.au

+61 402 054 150

PAUL SIMOS

Director

paul.simos@ventureadvisory.com.au

+61 459 173 911

Academic partnerships

Access to data scientists and research 

teams from leading universities

Commercial partnerships

Support in sales, marketing and 

technical mentoring

Source: 1 - Opus Research 

Commercial partnerships

Partnership with government 

established


